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Abstract—Multiphase electric drives are required in several 

applications to provide high levels of reliability. A newly developed 

multiphase Simplified Split-Source Inverter (S3I) provides a boost 

capability during sags in the input voltage. It also has a wider 

modulation range and a lower harmonic content than Z-Source 

Inverters. This paper proposes an Indirect Field-oriented Control 

(IFOC) strategy for a five-phase induction motor supplied by an 

S3I. This control strategy can be divided into three parts. The first 

uses a dual control loop to control the dc-boosted voltage of the S3I 

and regulate the input current. The second uses a conventional 

IFOC to control the motor speed and generate sinusoidal voltage 

references. With a newly developed space vector modulation 

approach, the third part will generate the switching pulses of the 

inverter switches. A series of simulations using PLECS and Python 

were conducted to verify the concept and illustrate the potential of 

the proposed drive system. 

Keywords— multiphase, vector control, split-source inverter, 

induction motor, space vector modulation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There has been a recent trend in multiphase systems due to 
their increased reliability and reduced torque pulsations [1],[2]. 
These characteristics make them ideal candidates for critical 
applications, such as electric ship propulsion and locomotive 
traction [3]. The literature primarily focuses on five-phase 
induction motor-based systems because they have a good 
performance with a lower loss than the other architectures [4]. 

In principle, five-phase motors are powered by Voltage 
Source Inverters (VSIs) or Matrix Converters (MCs) and 
controlled in the same way as three-phase machines. Scalar 
control (i.e., 𝑉/𝑓 control) for open and closed loops does not 
attract much interest nowadays because they have sluggish 
responses. Consequently, field-oriented control, optimal current 
control, direct torque control, and predictive control are more 
relevant and widely applied to five-phase drives to obtain a good 
and more efficient performance [5]-[7]. 

Z-source Inverters (ZSIs) have been introduced as emerging 

topologies with interesting buck-boost characteristics [8]. As a 
result of these characteristics, ZSI-based drive systems become 
more reliable and desirable than those based on VSI [7], and MC 
[9], especially during supply voltage sags in electric vehicles. 
There is no doubt that ZSIs are no longer limited to single and 
three-phase systems but now extend to multiphase applications 
to improve their reliability [10]-[12].  

An indirect FOC technique for a five-phase induction motor 
supplied by a bidirectional ZSI (BZSI) is introduced in [10]. Fig. 
1 shows the power circuit topology of this system. Even though 
BZSI increases the reliability of multiphase drive systems, they 
control voltage gain within a narrow range by changing shoot-
through duty ratios. Thus, any inaccuracy in ST duty cycle 
calculation results in a large difference in voltage gain. This will 
significantly impact the drive system’s performance. 

Recently, a Split-Source Inverter (SSI) was introduced as an 
alternative topology to ZSI. As a result, SSI finds its way into 
various topologies and applications. It can be configured in three 
ways: 1) a basic SSI that uses forward diodes to connect the 
boosting inductance to the midpoint of each inverter leg 
[13],[14], 2) a bidirectional split-source inverter, which replaces 
the forward diodes with bidirectional switches [15], and 3) a 
simplified split-source inverter (S3I), which merges the topology 
of a buck-boost converter with the standard inverter circuit [16]. 
It is also used to obtain multilevel outputs [17]-[18] and in 
multiterminal converters [19],[20]. Quite recently, the split-
source inverter has been extended to multiphase systems 
[21],[22]. It has potential advantages that can be summarized as 
follow: 

• It provides boosted sinusoidal output waveforms with the 
continuous input current. 

• It has a non-pulsed dc-link voltage. 

• It uses only one inductor and a capacitor to obtain the 
boosting action. 

• There is no need for ST control; therefore, it uses the 
same active and null vectors as the conventional VSI.  



 

Fig. 1. Bidirectional ZSI-based five-phase IM drives [10]. 

This paper aims to replace the ZSI in the five-phase IM drive 
system shown in Fig. 1 with the S3I to merge the merits of the 
SSI mentioned above with the five-phase system. The power 
circuit of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 2. As is evident 
from the diagram, the proposed topology consists of the same 
number of active switches as the BZSI. Despite this, fewer 
passive elements are used. Moreover, contrary to what happens 
in the ZSI, the input inductance and dc-link capacitance in S3I of 
Fig. 2 maintain a continuous supply current and low ripple dc-
link voltage. The paper also presents the IFOC for the proposed 
system. A new space vector modulation scheme and voltage 
decoupling compensation are used to implement the IFOC. 
Based on a small signal model of S3I, a dual-loop controller is 
designed to regulate the peak dc-link voltage and the inductor 
current. PLECS simulations have validated the proposed IFOC 
speed control for five-phase IM. 

II. FIVE-PHASE S3I 

The power circuit of the proposed topology is shown in Fig. 
2. In the following subsections, the operating modes and the 
modulation technique of the proposed topology are illustrated. 

A. DC-boosting Operating-mode 

As shown in Fig. 2, when the switch 𝑆0 is closed, the supply 
current will flow though the inductor, which will store some 
energy while when the switch 𝑆0 is opened, the energy stored in 
the inductor will be released. Taking a different perspective, the 
first leg of this topology (i.e., leg- 𝑎 ) has three switches 
(𝑆1, 𝑆6, 𝑆0). Only two of these switches must be connected at the 
same time to avoid any short-circuit on the capacitor or floating 
inductor’s terminal. Moreover, the switching signals of 
𝑆6, 𝑆8, 𝑆10, 𝑆2, 𝑆4  must be the complement of 𝑆1, 𝑆3, 𝑆5, 𝑆7, 𝑆9 , 
respectively to obtain sinusoidal outputs and avoid the open- and 
short-circuits for the legs from 𝑏  to 𝑒 . Based on these 
constraints, Fig. 3 shows the switching states combinations of 
leg-𝑎 switches during the charging (𝑆0 is ON) and discharging 
processes (𝑆0  is OFF). It is worth noting that the discharging 
mode occurs only when all the upper switches are ON, i.e., at 
the zero-state {11111}. In this case, all the output line voltages 
are zero.  

B. AC inversion Operating-mode 

From the AC inversion point of view, to obtain the same 
operation of the standard VSI, the active vectors of the proposed 
topology must be applied during the inductive charging, i.e., 𝑆0 
is ON. In this case, the proposed topology has the same thirty 
active vectors, which are mapped in ten sectors as the standard 
five-phase VSI [23]. Fig. 4(a) shows the possible switching 
vectors of the proposed topology. It is important to note that the 
remaining zero-state {00000} is also used in charging. 

 

Fig. 2. Proposed S3I-based five-phase IM drives. 

 

  
(a) S1 and S0 are ON (charging) (b) S6 and S0 are ON (charging) 

  
(c) S6 and the lower switches are 

ON (charging) 
(d) S6 and the upper switches are 

ON (discharging) 

Fig. 3. Switching actions of leg- 𝑎  during inductive charging and 

discharging modes. 

III. PROPOSED VECTOR CONTROL STRATEGY 

The proposed control strategy is divided into three parts. The 
first part is for the input-side control, the second for output-side 
(motor) control, and the third applies the SVPWM approach that 
is used to generate the switching pulses for the switches, as 
shown in Fig. 4.  

A. Input-side control stage 

The main objectives of the input-side control stage are 1) to 
track the reference dc-link voltage and 2) to regulate the supply 
current based on the power demanded and despite system 
disturbances or uncertainties. It consists of a cascaded dual-loop 
controller, as shown in Fig. 4. The reference dc-link voltage 𝑣𝑑𝑐

∗  
is determined from the motor ratings, while the reference current 
generated from the dc-voltage controller is defined by (1). 

 𝑖𝐿
∗ = 𝑘𝑝1𝑒𝑣 + 𝑘𝑖1∫ 𝑒𝑣𝑑𝑡

𝑡

0

 (1) 

The input current controller is dedicated to realizing a fast 
response of the charging duty cycle, 𝐷, where 0.1 ≤ 𝐷 ≤ 0.9.  

 
Fig. 4. Proposed control strategy for the five-phase S3I topology. 
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B. Output-side control stage 

The output side control part is based on the IRFOC scheme, 
shown in Fig. 5, which controls the output side by determining 
the modulation index, 𝑀  and generates sinusoidal reference 
signals, 𝑣𝑎

∗ − 𝑣𝑒
∗. It first uses the motor reference speed, 𝜔𝑟

∗ and 
core reference flux, 𝜆𝑑𝑟

∗  to generate the reference torque, 𝑇𝑒
∗ and 

𝑑𝑞-current components (𝑖𝑞𝑠
∗  and 𝑖𝑑𝑠

∗ ) for the motor at the given 

conditions.  

Next, the synchronous current control technique is applied 
to generate the reference voltages, as presented in [3] and [10]. 
As shown in Fig. 5, two pairs of current controllers are used to 
evaluate reference voltages in the synchronous reference frame. 
After these voltages have been converted to five-phase, they are 
utilized as references for modulation. 

It is important to note that the machine parameters are 
necessary to design the IRFOC. These parameters can be 
practically identified using the traditional no-load and locked 
rotor tests [24]. In this paper, the parameters for a custom-
designed five-phase machine are used. 

C. Space Vector Modulator 

Finally, the SVM modulator handles the signals from the 
input- and output sides’ controllers to obtain the duty cycles of 
the active and zero vectors and generate the gating pulses.  

Fig. 4 shows the available switching vectors for the first 
sector of space vector modeling of the proposed topology. There 
are six possible active vectors of the space vector 𝑑𝑞-plane. It 
can be divided into large, medium, and small according to the 
length. In the proposed modulation scheme, the large and 
medium active vectors are applied in each switching cycle to 
obtain the boosting action and give sinusoidal output voltages. 
The duty cycles of these vectors are determined to cancel the 𝑥𝑦 
components with minimal switching stresses. Therefore, the 
applied vectors in sector-1 are 1) two large (𝑣24, 𝑣25), 2) two 
medium (𝑣16, 𝑣29), and 3) three-zeros (𝑣0, 𝑣31𝑐 , 𝑣31𝑑) as shown 
in Fig. 4(b), where 𝑣31𝑐  is the zero vector {11111} during 
charging and 𝑣31𝑑  is the same zero vector during the 
discharging process. Based on the volt-second balance concept, 
the reference space vector and the duty cycles of these vectors 
are governed by 

{ 
�⃗�𝑑𝑞
∗ = 𝑑16�⃗�16 + 𝑑24�⃗�24 + 𝑑25�⃗�25 + 𝑑29�⃗�29 + 𝑑𝑧�⃗�𝑧
 𝑑16 + 𝑑24 + 𝑑25 + 𝑑29 + 𝑑𝑧 + 𝐷 = 1

 (2) 
 

 

Fig. 5. Generation of the reference voltages from the IRFOC based on the 

SCC technique. 

 
(a) Available switching vector in sector-1 of 𝑑𝑞-subspace  

 
(b) Selected switching vector in sector-1 of 𝑑𝑞-subspace  

Fig. 6. Space vector representation of sector-1. 

 

where 𝐷 is the charging duty cycle. 

{
 

 
 

𝑑16 = 𝑀𝐾1 sin(𝑠𝜋 5⁄ − 𝜃)

𝑑24 = 𝑀𝐾2 sin(𝜃 − (𝑠 − 1)𝜋/5)

𝑑25 = 𝑀𝐾2 sin(𝑠𝜋 5⁄ − 𝜃)

𝑑29 = 𝑀𝐾1 sin(𝜃 − (𝑠 − 1)𝜋/5)

 (3) 

where 𝑀 is the modulation index, determined from FOC, 𝑠 is 
the sector number, 𝐾ℎ is a constant defined by 𝐾ℎ = sin(ℎ𝜋/5) 
and 𝜃 = 𝜔𝑡, while 𝜔 is the angular frequency in rad/second. 

It is worth noting that the duty cycle of 𝑆𝑜 is determined from 
the closed-loop controller in the drive system, which will 
determine this duty cycle based on the required dc-link voltage. 

D. DC-Boosting factor and Output Voltage Gain 

From the equivalent circuits of the proposed inverter during 
charging and discharging modes, shown in Fig. 3, the dc 
boosting factor, 𝐵  ( 𝐵 is defined as the ratio between the 
capacitor average voltage and the supply voltage) of the 
proposed inverter can be calculated from 

 𝐵 =
1

1 − 𝐷
 (4) 

Moreover, the voltage gain, which is defined as the ratio 
between the peak value of the phase voltage to the supply 
voltage, is 

  
𝐺 =

𝑀

2 sin(2𝜋/5) (1 − 𝐷)
 

(5) 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Simulation models have been developed using PLECS© 
software for a vector control technique of a five-phase induction 
motor drive fed by S3I. The system and motor parameters are 
listed in Table-I. The induction motor was simulated using 
𝑑𝑞𝑥𝑦-model in the stationary reference frame, and the dc- and 
ac-sides were controlled using the proposed strategy with the 
given parameters. The reference torque is limited to the motor-
rated torque (3.75 Nm). Forced excitation is initiated before 
powering up the drive system to keep the rotor flux at the rated 
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value for speed lower than the base value. Therefore, at the time 
of speed reference application, the rotor flux is previously 
stabilized at the rated value. To verify the validity of the PLECS 
models developed for the proposed drive system, simulation 
results have been obtained for supply voltage dip, acceleration, 
a step change in speed, disturbance rejection, and speed reversal 
transients. The results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 have been 
classified into two case studies: 1) supply voltage dip and 2) 
constant supply voltage case.  

TABLE I.  PARAMETERS OF THE FIVE-PHASE INDUCTION MACHINE 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Power [kW] 1.1  s [Ω] 14 

Line voltage [V] 380V  r [Ω] 4.6 

No. of poles 2-pole Ls [H] 0.8714 

Frequency [Hz] 50 Hz Lr [H] 0.8714 

Inertia 0.03 Lm [H] 0.85 

TABLE II.  PARAMETERS AND GAINS FOR IRFOC AND DUAL-LOOP 

CONTROLLER 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

𝑘1 0.695 
DC voltage controller 

𝑘𝑝 0.5 

𝑘2 3.042 𝑘𝑖 0.04 

Torque limit  3.75 
DC current controller  

𝑘𝑝 1 

Speed controller 
𝑘𝑝 2.67 𝑘𝑖 0.5 

𝑘𝑖 118.5 Initial rotor flux 1.525 

A. Supply Voltage Dip 

In this case, it is assumed that the supply voltage is 300V for 
the first 0.5 sec of the simulation. Afterwards, it was reduced to 
250V for 0.5 sec and then restored to its original value. 
Moreover, the motor is accelerated at t=0.3 sec from the 
standstill to 1000 rpm at no-load. After that, a load of 2 Nm is 
applied at t=0.7 sec. The waveforms of supply voltage and the 
system responses are shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Simulation results for the suggested IRFOC strategy of the proposed system for voltage dip case-study-1. 



As you can see from Fig. 7, the actual and reference dc-link 
voltage, actual and reference supply current, and speed, torque, 
𝑑𝑞𝑥𝑦 components of the motor current and actual phase currents 
are shown, respectively. It can be observed from that 

• The proposed topology boosts the supply voltage to 600 
volts at the dc-link capacitor. Furthermore, the dual loop 
controller is capable of following the reference dc-link 
voltage and the inductor current references despite 
disturbances with small ripples. 

• The actual flux and torque components of the motor 
currents are fully decoupled and follow the references. 

• The motor runs from the standstill to 1000 rpm in about 
0.2 sec, and the motor torque follows the reference 
torque with a fast response. 

• In addition, the motor currents have sinusoidal 
waveforms with a THD of less than 4.6%.  

B. Constant Supply Voltage 

In this case, the supply voltage is assumed to be a constant 
of 300V. An acceleration, speed step change from 0 to 1000 
rpm, disturbance rejection due to applying 2Nm load at 0.7 sec 

and speed reversal at t=1 sec transients are examined. A sample 
of the obtained results is shown in Fig. 8. It can be observed that 

• The dc-link voltage is boosted and regulated at its 
reference value, as in case 1. 

• The actual torque follows the reference torque very well. 
In addition, the flux and torque current components are 
fully decoupled.  

• The motor currents increase due to the loading effect at 
0.7 sec but still have sinusoidal waveforms. 

• The speed reversal transient is also examined at t=1 sec. 
The responses show that the actual motor torque closely 
follows the reference value, resulting in rapid speed 
reversal, with torque in the limit, in the shortest possible 
time interval (approximately 290 msec).  

• The change of phase sequence in the stator current is 
observed because of the change in the direction. 

Moreover, custom Python scripts were developed to interact 
with the PLECS model of the proposed topology. The scripts are 
used for controlling and running loop simulations and extracting 
results from the model that demonstrates how changing the 
proposed SVM scheme's modulation index can affect the 
proposed topology's performance. Fig. 9 shows the output 

      

   

   

 

Fig. 8. Simulation results for the suggested IRFOC strategy of the proposed system for constant supply voltage (case-study-2). 



voltage's total harmonic distortion (THD) versus the modulation 
index. It can be observed that the THD of the output voltage is 
decreased when the modulation index is increased, like the VSI.  

 

Fig. 9. Output voltage THD of the proposed S3I using the proposed space 

vector modulation approach for FOC control strategy. 

In summary, using the proposed control strategy, the dc-link 
voltage control of the proposed drive system remains constant 
regardless of how much the dc-supply voltage or the motor load 
varies. Moreover, good dynamic responses are observed from 
the simulation results during the case studies.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The application of a five-phase simplified split-source 
inverter (S3I) for controlling an induction motor is presented. 
Field oriented control strategy is developed to obtain a high-
performance drive system. A new space vector modulator is 
proposed to perform the boosting and inversion processes. The 
motor performances are tested using PLECS and Python. Good 
results during different dynamic scenarios are observed. 
According to the results, the proposed control algorithm 
presented in this paper to control the split-source inverter is 
advisable for industrial applications.  
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